
SUPERINTENDENT UPDATE TO THE COMMUNITY 

7-31-2017 

I am writing to provide a reminder of the joint Town Council and Board of Education meeting tonight, 

@ 7:00 PM in the Tolland High School Auditorium.  

You can see it on Live Stream here: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClA9qjmNr4FbIj0TCxjlnUA/live 

It is of the upmost importance that we get the highest attendance/viewership possible so that all 

community members can get an appreciation for the challenge ahead, and be able to make informed 

decisions. Both the Board of Education and the Town Council have discussed the situation. Both the 

Town Manager Mr. Werbner and I have put out and posted information on the matter. I created a basic 

synopsis and rough chronology posted here:   

http://www.tolland.k12.ct.us/UserFiles/Servers/Server_891568/File/Budget/2017-2018/2017-7-29-

To%20the%20community.pdf 

The situation with the State budget, or more specifically the lack of a State budget, is having 

catastrophic impacts. And in catastrophic situations it is often the most vulnerable in our society that get 

hurt. What is most startling about the situation is how the legislature seem to be handling it. To me, it is 

akin to fire safety personnel learning of a burning house, and debating what should be done while the 

house burns to the ground.  

Tolland is left to burn and churn, struggle with impossibilities and fears, and ultimately to our own 

detriment potentially terminate a significant number of positions. Positions that can help Tolland reach 

its goals and its destinations could be sacrificed due to the uncertainty created. We potentially lose the 

police that protect us, the fire safety that save us, and people that educate the children of Tolland.  

I am also writing today to emphasize courage and hope. I am not asking for blind courage and hope, but 

courage and hope with a plan to move forward without potentially sacrificing those that protect, save, 

and educate us. The situation in the state is a problem we have to solve, but perhaps we do not have to 

sacrifice those that mean so much to Tolland to solve the immediate challenge. No knight in shining 

armor is coming. Communities will have to solve this problem themselves in the short term, and get 

involved in the broader picture of government in the long term. We cannot let the recklessness of 

others make us reckless, we cannot let a lack of humanity make us less humane.   

I recommend we use whatever life-raft, safety boat, and/or rainy day methods we can to weather this 

storm, be it a gradual and limited use of fund balance to lessen the impact and spread the adjustment 

out over time, or something else. The State Legislature’s inability to move out of its precarious quagmire 

does not mean we must convey the full impact of it onto the Tolland community.  We need to find the 

best solution for Tolland, free from the Legislature’s extremes.  

Although challenging, the schools could run with a 0% increase, with the budget the TPS had in the 

previous year, without losing course and sacrificing our future plans for the children of Tolland. Using 

some of the fund balance as our insurance, we could move forward with hope, courage, and a plan to 

mitigate overly negative impacts – encouraging the state to do the same.  
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